
Results of tbc workshop are summarized, by issue (visual fwtio~ testing procedure, diagnosis of

other visual impairments and disorders), and presented as follows:

. visual  Fanctloa

J!&L&&-The majority of the panelists agreed that there was ao cnmpelIing
reason to change  the binocular visual acuity standard from the current  20/40.
Two panelists called for a stricter 20/2S  biiocalar  acuity standard with  reasoas
relating to cab vibration effects and personal opinion. Tote monocularity  issue
was debated at some length. Most panelists weed that the available research
results linking driver safety to lowered a&y in me eye were sufficient  to change
the current  standard to aUow moaocalar  drivers or drivers with vision that is
substantially worse in one eye. However, a coasensus  oa the issue of
monowlarity  was difliedt  to achieve because of the  diversity of opinion on the
panel.

Visual F&&-The  majority of panelists agreed that some  measure designed to
screen fir visual field defects was important for safety. Some panelists held the
view that more rigorous testing including the vertical meridian as a minimum,
would be necessary  to make the visual field scteeniag effective. However, doubt
was expressed about whether the commercial vision  quipmeat  currently
available could  be adapted to that purpose. The compromise position that was
reached spedfied improved test equipment and procedures for testing along the
horizontal meridian. Testing on the vertical meridian was not  recommended at
this time but was suggested for future  consideration. Most of the panelists felt
that screening alottg  the horizontal meridlqt  would be sttEiciettt  to detect for
gmss  visual field disorders.

Color V&pThe majority of panelists agreed that there was iaconclttsive
evidence that eongenital red-green color-defeaive individuals were not  safe
drivers. Evidence to the contrary was cited. Standardization of traflic signal
colors and the presettce  of other environmentaI  fucs  have ktaally eliminated
most difIicalties for the color-deficient iadkidaat.  In additioa,  the current
standard doea not adequately spxify  how to test wlor  vision  for compliaace  with
the standard. An efficient screening for red-green color-deficiency  would be
expected to elimiiate  8 percent of all males who currently operate CM%.  It
should  be noted that some panelists felt stroagly  that elimittating a color vision
standard would be very controversial, regardless of the  lack of empirical evidence
supporting it.

. Tasting Pmcedures-Most  panelists agreed that the testing procedures for
measuring acuity aad visual tields  needed to be more eompreheasive.  Viiual
acuity optotypes,  background illumiaatioa,  and target lamiaanca should follow
the ‘Recommended Standard Procedures for the Clinical Measurement and
Specification of Viiual  Acuity:  as published by the  Committee on Vision,
National Academy of Sciences (1980).  SpecitjGtg  visual field target size and
luminance was recommended, and the need for a test procedure that would
provide a repeatable and accurate measure of field limits ia the horizontal
meridian was discused.

. Reporting  Visual  ImpaIments  and Msorder-It  was generally agreed that the
examining physician needs to report visual disorders and impaitments, but these
should not be tlte  basis for disqaalitication. A deftitive  list of conditions was
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not developed at the workshop. Howevex, panelists were able to recommend
what conditions should  be included in the list in a post-workshop follow-up
SurvCy.

. Spaclal Concerns FtaLd  at the Worlubop-A  primary issue discussed at the
workshop was whether current and alternative approaches would ever be able to
determine visual criteria levels  that would separate “good’ from “bad’ drivers. It
was questioned whether large sample database studies could provide an objective
basis. Suggested alternative objective approaches were simulation of worse-cast
sce&os and “ride-along” observations of real-world driving, The basic fador  to
be considered was the practical limitations for wing such appmach~.



PROPOSED REVISIONS TO THE STANDARD

The proposed revisions and recommendations to the current vision standard for CMV operators were

based on findings from the literahuc  review (Synti~esis of the Literahue  in Appendix A), results of the

Delphi approach,  point-of-view papers from  the  panel of vision and industry experts, opinions and comments

from  worlrshop  panelists and participants, and post-vmrksbop  follow-up opinions from  panelists.

Revisions (ii boldface) were suggested for the visual requirements section of the Federal Standard

(CFR 49,391.41@)(10),  1985 Physical Qualification for Drivers) and the testing procedores  (CFR 49,391.43

(Head-Eyes), Medical Examination; Certificate of Physical Examination).

VISUAL ACUITY
The current visual acuity standard is recommended This  recommendation is based on a lack of

evidence or method for objective judgment that an acuity criterion-other than that already established and

agreed upon by the majority of panelists and other &ion  experts-could be selected for CMV operators.

“Has distant visual acuity of at least 20/40 in each eye. without  corrective lenses or visual
acuity separately coreded  to 20/40 or better with  comxtivc  lenses,  distant bioocular acuity
of at least 20/40 in both eyes with  or without coriectivc  leases.”

.
The testing procedure for visual acuity should  be rcviscd  extensively and include type and size of

target, contrast type, size, contrast and lumioaace of target are described, as well as background Iuminance

and testing  procedure.

“l-he  recommended procedure for testing vkooi ocoity  is based w the standard procedures
recommended for clinical measnmnent  as reported by the Committee om Wsion of the
National Academy of Sciences (1980).  ‘Ibe  standard  optotype  ia the Lodolt ring. Hewer,
other quivoient  optotypes, so& as the Slam kttm u a group, OR occeptabk.
Lagarttbmk skiog  shwld be used (ir, succeaslvely  lyrcr sizes should be 126 times larger
than the preceding size).  Optow ktters should be black  on. widte background with P
minimum cootmast  of OAS  nod P lumioonce rmge for the white background of 85 to l20
cd/m’. Under these conditiws, acuity should be defined as the smoikst  size at wideh 7 out
of 10 (or 6 out of 8) letters ore correctly identitkd at P giveo  distnnee. Effective viewiog
dktaucc should not be less than 4 meters. Regwdk~s of vhiog dktnoce, acuity should be
spacitied in terms of a fmctioo with 20 as the oumerator ood the smohst trpc that could be
read at 20 feet os the demmimtor  (Le., 20/20, or 20/40).  Although the Soellen  chart
departs from tbe staodord La semal ways, it Is acceptable if no pmctkol means of following
the recommended procedure is avaUabk. If tbc  applicant wears corxctive  leases, these
should  be worn  while  applicant’s visual acuity is beii tested, If appropriate, indicate on the

Certificate hv chcckirm the  box. ‘Oualitied oak when weak? WITC&X.



VISUAL FIELDS

The current  field-of-vision standard was incorrect. The recommended standard should  state:

‘-  lkld d vision of at least I20 degrees  in each  QT  measured separately in the horizwtal
muidkn,‘.

The Norma healthy eye actually has a range  of Ma degrees in the horizontal visual  fiekl. The

recommendation is sU&tIy  lower  than 140 degrees in each eye to allow  room for normal variation with age

and for errors in accuracy  of testing or equipment caBration. It was dccmed mmecessmy to specify a

bimocubu  field since problems in bimocolariry  important to driving wilI be identified through  the acuity test.

No empirical evidence was found to justify l20 degrees as the minimum uitcriou. However, past medical

recommendations and consensus on views identilicd  at the workshop provided support for this

EZCUUUlCUdatiOU.

Recommendations have. also included a description of how to test the visual fields standard.

“Ibe  recommended procedure for testing visual lieids  requires equipment that is able.to
present a round,  luminous stimulus of 0.15 to 025 degrees in engukr extent on a low
photopie  ba&ground  of I to 10 cd/m*.  Stimulus luminance should be  50 to 100 cd/m2  and
duration should be  in the range  of 100 to 200 - Subject fbmtton  should be verifkbk.
Multiple presentation in random sequence  under  monocular test conditions must be
possibk. llsis  will  normally  require separate test sUmoius  positions for determihg
temporal and nasal  lkld limits. Testing must be monocular with one eye blocked. ‘IIte test
proccdurr  should present the nasal  and temporal (70 degrees to SO  aspaS  temporal  and 50
degrees to 40 degrees nasal)  a minimum of 3 times each  ia  random alternathg  sequence.
Responses are  best recorded automatically. If the appikaat  - cowective  lenses, these
are  not required to be worn  ahik  applicant’s vislmi neids  are  being ChecW”

COLOR VISION

The color vision standard presents a special  problem because nearly 8 percent of male drivers Gil

have  a congenital  red-green  deficiency if tested appropriately. As stated previously, empkicai  evidence

indicates that such  individuals are no less  safe to operate any type  of motor v&de  than those. with  normal

color vision. Nevertheless, the consensus view of the workshop panelists is that some form of color standard

should be  retained, but formal color testing should not be required. In place of formal testing, the medical

examiner  wiU determine subjectkly  that an individual can safely operate in the driving  environment. This

color information will  be extracted by asking if the driver can respond “safely and effeaively” to standard

traffic  shaIs and devices disoiavinn  colors. Individuals with color deticiencv will  be able to answer on the
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The rewmmcndatiou  is a sIight  variation from the current standard and specities  that there is no

specific color vision test required:

‘...  and the ability to respond safely and efktlvely  to eolo~  of traffk  sigaals  and devices
sbewiog  stanlard  red, green,  and amber. No test for color vision is required.’

VISUAL DISORDERS AND IMPAIRMENTS

Viiual  and ocular disorders that the physician should  note were discussed at the workshop and

evabtated  again by panelists in a post-w&hop  survey. It was determined that a portion of the current

disorders should be cdimioated  and other disorders should be added. The following visual disorders and

impairments were selected as important (recommended additions in boldface):

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

aP-

cataract

wmeal  scar

exophthalmos

ghUCOUM

macular dcgenetation

ocular muscle imbalance

ptosis

redaopathy,  and

strabiimus  uncorrected by corrective leases.

In addition, “any other condition deemed impottaat” should be added.

COMPLETE STANDARD

If all recommendations are accepted as visual standards for CMV operators, they could k

incorporated in the Code of Federal Regulations as follows:

391.41 Physical qualikations  for drivers.

(b) A person  is physically qualified to drive a motor vehicle if that person . . .

(10) Has distant visual acuity of at least 20140  in cacb eye without corrective
leases or visual acuity separately corrected to 20/40 or better with corwctive
leases  distant biiocolar  acuity  of at least 20/40 in both eyes with  or without
corrective lenses, fleld of vision of at least lZ0 dcgrew  in each eye measured
separately in the horizontal meridian, and the ability to respond safely and





Head-Eyes

‘Ihe  racommaaded  procedure for teatlag  visual acuity is based aa  the standard pmcaduras
-mended  for cUnlepl  awasuremeat  as rqwtcd  by the Commlttce  aa Vislaa  of the
Natioaal  Academy of Sciences (1980).  ‘Ibe  staadard  optotypa  is tbe Laadolt  riag.  Hoatver,
other  equivalent optotypzs,  such  as the Sloaa  letters  as a group,  arc  acceptabk.
Lqarlthmk  siring  should be used (lr, successively larger skm  should be 136 times  larger
thaa  the

?
receding  size). Optotyps  letters should be black oa a tiite  backgraaad  of 85 to

120 cd/m . Under these coadltioas,  acuity should be dafhad  as the smallest s&e  at whkh  7
out of 10 (ar  6 out of 8) letters are correctly ideatifkd  at a glvea  distance. Effectivs  viosiag
distaace  should not be less  tbaa 4 meters. Ragardkss  of view@  distaaca,  acuity should be
spdlkd in terms of a fmctioa with  20 as the numerator aad  the smalkst  type that could be
read at 20 feet as the deaomiaator  (Le., 20/20 or 20/W.  Althaugb  tba Saelka  chart
depanis  fram  tbe standard  ia  several ways,  it is acceptable if ao pnactkal  mesas of follorpiag
the recommended pmcedure  is available. If the applicant wars  correclive  lenses,  the
should be wora  while applicant’s visual acuity  is beii tested If appropriate, iadicate  oa the
Medical Examiner’s  Certificate by chec!&g  the box, “Qaalitied only when wearing  corrective
leasas.’  The  raommeaded procedure for tasting visual fklds requires  equipment that IS
able ta present a round,  lumiaoas  stimulus d 0.15 to 025 degrees la aagak extant aa a
low pbotopk  backgrauad  of 1 to 10 cd/m’. Stimulus lumiaance  should be SO  ta 100 cd/m’
and duration should be ia  tba raage  of 100 to 200 msec.  Subject fixation should be
verifiable. Multiple preseatatioa  ia  random ssqueaa  under  moaacular  test caaditioas  must
be possibk. l%ls till normally require sepatatc’  test stimulus pasitioas  for determining
temporal and aasal fkld limits. Testlag  must be maaacular  dtb oae v black& ‘Ihe  test
procedure should  present the aasal  aad  tempatal  limits (70 dv ta 80 degreea temporal
and 50 degrees to 40 dagraes nasal) a minimum of 3 tima  each  ia  a raadom  altematiag
sequeaa. Reapoases  are best recardcd  autoaWkally.  lf tbe applkaat wears  correcthe
leases,  these are aat  required to be wora  while applicant’s visual tlalds  are beiag c&W

Note aphalda,  cataract, earneal  scar, exophthalmos,  gJaucama,  macular de@aaratka,  ocular
muscle imbalaaca,  ptosis,  retlaopatby,  strabiias uncorrected by corrective leasas,  aad aay
other coadltlous  deamed lmpartaat. Individuals wltb  aa visiaa ia  ane  w ar visiaa below
standards in oae  ey as specukd  la mph (1) af 391.41(b)  an? disquauRad  to oparata
commercial motor vebkka uadar  existing Fedenl  Motor  mu Safety Regulations. If the
driver  habitually wears coataa leases, or intends to do so wbik  driving  there should be
s&icicnt evidence to indicate that the individual has good tolerance aad is we.U  adapted to





DISCUSSION

This report reviews the importaot  issue  of providing cmpirifal support for the vhal test criteria as
set forth  in the ChW  vision standard and evaluates progress io developing new methods of vision testing.
Although  much new material oo  driver safety and vision  has a-olated  since the last comprehensive
revision of the Ch4V  v&ion staodard  in 1970, the oew data were found to provide almost  the same level of
empirical support as had existed previously. This &Jing  continues to require reliance oo  an informed
cmscosus  to evaluate  chaoges  to vision test criteria, wording, and recommended procedures of the standard.
New tests are currently  being developed, and several discwsed  below show  promise of improving on present
techniques. Howwer,  oo  single new test or combiition  of tests was found to provide a level of information
sofhiedy superior to currently utilized  techoiques  to warrant inchion in the  CMV  standard at this time.

NEW AFtEAS OF VISION TESTING
Recent advances io techotogy and  current research in visual -ent have supported the

development of new methods and equipment for testing visual performance.  Many of these newly emerging
vision  testing techniques have been sautinized  for inclosion  in driver license  applicant testing and  renewal
programs. Some of the more important of these visual tests are contrast sensitivity, tow-contrast acuity, giare
sensitivity and recovery, automated visual field testing, dynamic visual acuity, and  osefol  field of view
(IJFOV).  To date, none of these advances has had a major impact on routine vision screening of the kind
appropriate for testiog CMV  driwrs.  In general, the thrust  of research  in this area  has been to add coverage
for factors neglected io the more traditional acuity,  visual firAs,  and color tests. For -ple,  contrast
sensitivity measures the abiity to resolve spatial detail, as does  acuity, but does so at minimum wotrast.
Glare recovery measures acuity  under  comiitioas  of an interfering light source. Loweontrast  acuity presents
a standard acuity test under lower light conditions. Full-field static perimetry  measures threshold sensitivity
at a large  number of visual field locations. One of the most promising of the new approaches is that of

wmbii  nonvisual with visual fadon  as is dooe  in the UFOV test.

Contrast wnshivhy testing has been a prominent emerging visual assessment tecbnoiosy  for almost
two decades. Contrast sensitivity measures the abiity of the  visual system to detect variation in adjacent light

and  dark regions as a function of spatial frequency of how closely spaced the neighboring regions are. Hi
spatial frequencies are cioseiy  spaced while  low spatial frequencies are  widely spaced. Contrast eositivity

measurements demonstrate that the ability to see targets of low spatial frequency is stat&icaIly  independent
of the abiity to see high spatial frequency targets such as those presented in visual  acuity teztiog.  This
measure provides a more complete picture of the performance of the visual system than dots  visual  acuity
alone. From an admiitrative  standpoint,  commercial vision screeners are available to measure minimum

testing ranges  of contrast sensitivity in a relatively brief period of time (4-5 minute&o’)  Hoover,  fidI
ranges of contrast  sensitivity testiog  require more time and  adequate space for viewing.  Schieber(3~  pointed

out other shortcomiogs  of contrast sensitivity test& includiog  difhdty io spe+og  the criterion lcvcl that
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ckarly separates the abnormal contrast sensitivity funaion score  from the normal score,  diti%ulty  in

determining the number of mcasurcs  of contrast sensitivity necessary to make the test  accurate  enough for

USC in screening and questionable rciiabiity  of contrast sensitivity measurements to diagnose  visual

wnditiom  such as cataracts and glaucoma, as claimed by the marmfacnucrs.  More research appears

necessary to v&date  the rclationsbip bctwccn  contrast scnsititity measurements and visual pcrformancc

nccw~ary  for driving before recommendations  can be made for incorporating contrast sensitivity testing  into

any type  of vision standard or screening procedure for licensing of automobile or commercial vehicle

operators.

Low-contrast acuity tcsthg  also appears promising for visual assessment. It can provide information

about visual disabiity  similar to that provided by comrast  sensitivity. Low-contrast optotypes  arc substituted

for the high-contnst  letters normally employed in the acuity test. Proponents of the low-contrast acuity test

him that it rivals the contrast sensitivity fum%ion measures  in terms of its abiity for making clinical

diagmscs of visual disorders such as cataracts, glaucoma, diabetic retinopathy,  age-related rctinopathy,  and

ocuhr  hypertcnsioo.  Low-contrast acuity testing  is easy to admiitcr and score.  In addit& the low-

contrast  optotypcs  could bc easily retrofitted into many of the vision scrccncrs  already in use by drivcr-

licensing authorities.

Diidvantagcs  of low-contrast acuity testing in&d; the inability to temporarily modulate test stimuli

(i.e., add a motion component) and the difticuky  of automating a task that has a limited number of response

alternatives (i.e.,  the 26 letters of the alphabet). Some of these disadvantages can bc ovcrcomc.  Howcvcr,

the most critical problem is the lack of research showing the relationship of low-contrast acuity scores to

visual pcrformanec  necdcd  for safe dri~@.(~  This lack of upcliCncc  with low-contrast acuity testing in the

driving context prevents  its incorporation into the draft recommendations.

Glare sensitivity  testing has cmcrgcd  as a new vision testing technology that could bcncfit  driver

vision screening programs. Glare is a problem for all drivers, but is of special co~~ccrn  for older drivers and

can be potentidy  hazardous for thcsc  wearing  contact Icoscs. Testing in this arca has the potential for

detecting signifiat but correctable vision  problems. The aged arc increasingly more likely to develop

cataractous  or prccataractous  ocular opacities that produce marked d&its in the abiity to see under

transient-illumination or high-illumination conditions  (e.g.. opposing headlamps during nighttime driving,

high-mast roadway lighting, driving toward the brightly illuminated sky at dawn  or dusk). Siiilarly, contact

his wearers may suffer from exccsivc sensitivity to glare rcsuking  from  the comptications  of contact lens

wear, possibly related to worn or dam& contact lcnscs  or to corncal  inflammation sccondmy  to contact

lens wcar.(m  These conditioos arc  susceptible to treatment. CMV drivers who wear contacts and have

glare problems could bcnetit  from  such testing. Some commercial glare scnr&ity  testing cquipmcnt is

available and these tests can be administered in a small amount of time. However, no empirical evidence
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&we  seasitivity  pcrformaace  with measures of driving performance has been repotted Acceptable levels of

glare for driver safety have not been determined. This lack of generally accepted procedures and a

consensus 0~ cutoff criteria appropriate for CW driver safety prevent including glare sensitivity  testing from

being included in recommendations for CMV visual requirements at this time.

Automated visual field testing has been proposed in recent years as a te&ology  that could be used

to greatly ioaease  the sensitivity and validity of visual field testing in CMV driver liceosing. Automated

pcrimctry  provides light detection threshold measurements at regularly spaced intervals throughout the visual

field and has found a substantial clinical role in detection of retinal, optic nerve, and cortical disorders. Its

automated feature improves upon the manual Goldmann type  of visual field testiog  that has provided the

clinical standard These  tests provide a vastly better assessment of visual field performawe than the

commercial screeners used by many state licensing  agencies, which test only a few points along the horizontal

field axis. Howver,  the procedure takes up to Xl minutes to complete for both eyes and is tiring to the

patient. Johnson and Keltner@)  have evaluated the reIationship  between the visual field deficits as

measured by automated perimetty and driving performance, as well as the feasibiity  of using the device for

mass driver serceaing.  They report that drivers with visual field loss ia both eyes have a traftic  accident and

contiction rate twice as high as that of age- and sex-matched observers and of patients with constricted visual

fields as the result of retinitis  pigmentosa  For this study,  a reduced resting protoccd  was used so that the

total testing time for a full-field static assessment in one eye would take less than 5 minutes. However, the

high cost of equipment and the inability to incorporate other visual tests (such as visual acuity) in the same

equipment make this technology impractical for inclusion in the CMV vision  standard at this time.

Dynamic  visual acuity  testing has consistently sbovm  promise for use in driver licensing vision testing

but has failed to gain general application. Bailey and Sheedy@)  state that even though  sh&s have  shown

dynamic visual acuity to be more strongly related to accident rate than other visual attributes, the correlation

is not strong enough to justify its inclusion as a vision standard The considerable amount of research

devoted to dynamic visual acuity has not led to acceptance of standardized testing procedures by eyecare

professionals or to incorporation of acuity testing into commercial vision saeening  equipment. As with glare

and contrast sensitivity, the lack of wide acceptance and the difficulty of setting valid and defensibie cutoff

criteria for ChW drivers make this  test impractical for inclosion  in the CMV vision standard at this time.

The concept of testing for a useful  field of view (UFOV)  combines  attentional  factors with  visual

field measoremcnts.  The rationale behind this approach is that it is not the visual field that counts most for

safety. It is rather the level of useful  information that can be extracted from a given field configuration.  In

the UFOV test, the observer must dkrimiite the test object from similar test objects sod report its

position io terms of a limited number of locations in the field of view. The basis of disaimktion can be

varied. The UFOV test appears to depend on the earliest, preattcntive (parallel-pr-ing) stage of visual
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attention. It tests a subject’s ability to capture and direct attention to highly salient visual events, a skill
which seems au&d  for effective driviog,  especially for CMV drivers who reqtic exaggerated lead times for
hazard recognition. The UFOV test incorporates measures of divided attention, selective attention, and
speed of visual information processing to arrive  at an overaU  measure of attentional  capacity. This  approach
is thought to represent more realistically the real-world situation in which visual judgments essential to
driving safety must be made.

CorreIations  of UFOV  test results @)  with measures of drhiog safety are reportedly as high as
r=OS,  which is considerably higher than reported for tasks dependent only  on primary visual processing.
The emerging cxidence  suggests further research to develop -ent approaches iocorporating  attentional
as weII  as purely sensory visual capabiities.  This area of investigation is expected to have a strong impact oo
revising standards for driver quali&,ations.  However, several problems remain before this test can be
considered for inclusion in the CMV vision standard. Even a correhtion  as high as r=055,  as reported for
the UFOV task, would not be sufficient to overcome the problem of a high false-positive rate, which is a
problem for every vision  test applied to the task of disuimiiting safe from unsafe drivers. .S&ond,  although
equipment is currently beii developed to allow  use of the  UFOV test in a rapid suecning  contex&  specitic
eritcrion  levels for “good” versus ‘poor” UFOV level.5  relative to driver safety have not been dearly
established In addition, the nature of &is  task is substantially  different from the one cm~ently  included in
the CMV vision  standard, and present  experience is insticient to judge the likelihood of practical
acceptance by both  testing agencies and the ChfV  industry

This area of research  is perhaps the most promising  of those reviewed The experience with UFOV
testing and other techniques that combme  visual tcstiog  with  behavioral assessment shows that progress can
be and has been made. That the current tests need improvement is not in question. The lack of progress in
devising highly predictive tests that rely solely on visual performance criteria  points out the need to include
more than vision io screcaing  for unsafe drivers.

ENFORCEMENTPROCEDURJZS
The basis for enforcement of the current CMV vision standard is the required medical exam. At

present, the general care  physician must perform or verify the specitic visual tests for acuity, visual fields, and
color perception, then note the list of ocular  abnormalities. Physicians are not selected, trained, or certified
in any way to perform these tasks as required for CMV driver test& unless they have sought traioing

voluntarily. An inescapable consequence of this arrangement is that testing will not be carried  out 011  a
satisfactorily uniform level. Several factors contribute to this situatiorc  (1) free selection of an examining
physician by a driver or employer, (2) uneven training and  experience on the part of the physicians, and (3)

noostandard  or inadequate equipment available to the examiner. These issues could be addressed

individually, and in some states this approach will be the  preferred course for strengthening  enforcement of
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the vision standard. However, a more practical, cffecxive, and efficient approach in many of the most
populous states may be to encourage the state licensing authority to adopt vision  standards in conformance
with the Federal standard and to test drivers on the state level for the class of vehicle de6mx.l as commercial
at the Federal level Many states are already in conformance with the Federal vision  standards, or could be
with  minor  chaqcs to either their vision  requirements or their vehicle class deliuitioms.  Moreover, the states
that are  in couformance  are among the more industrializd  and populated  states and have a large proportion
of the interstate commercial drivers. AU states require a vision exam for license  application and have a

visual acuity screening standard. However, only 72 pcrccnt  of the states conduct periodic vision screening,
which would be necessary  for conformance to the  CMV regulation. In addition, some states have different
vision testing requirements by license class (e.g.. passenger vehicle, intrastate ttnck,  school  bus), but most
states would have to institute a commercial  &s&cation  that included vehicles defined  under the Federal
regulation.  An advantage and incentive for adopting this approach would be  that drivers in states where  the
vision standard is met would be exempt from the vision part of the medicsI  exam.

If the state enforcement option is not feasible for political, economic, or other reasom?,  licensed
ophthalmologists or optometrists, spxi&aUy  trained and knowledgeable on the Federal CMV  vision
standard, should admiitcr the vision exam. It is most likely that the  general practitioners and physicians
who are  not routinely familiar with the standards would  pot  have the  vision  equipmeot  necessary to
admiukter  the testing requirements and  may be reluctant to dLsquali@  CMV  drivers. This reluctance may be
based on an unwillingness  to adhere to the requirements of the vision standard or because this action might
jeopardize a tong-term relationship with the patient and/or family.

Recommendations concerning enforcement are as follows: (1) Wherever  feasible, have the vision
part of the medical exam performed by an eye care specialist, either  an ophthalmologict  or optometrist;
(2) Encourage state driver testing authorities to adopt both the Federal Vision  Standard and the Federal
detinition  of CMV drivers as a minimum for intrastate licensing and repeat testing, (3) when states are in
couformauce  with the Federal standards, grant exemption on the vision part of the medical exam to that
state’s ChW  drivers.

For documentation and proof of visual fitness, the medical examiner’s certiticate  (medical card)

should reflect that the visual tests and eye exam were  ConducM  by a licensed ophtbabnologist  or
optometrist. Date of examination, name of examiner, medical license number, certiiicate  of qualification to
test CMV vision standard license number, address of office and examiner’s signature should be included as

well. Requirements for carrying  the medical card on the  person and keeping a copy of the medical
certificate in the vehicle  should bc  left as specitied  in the current standard.
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NJJW  APPROACH FOR PROVIDING EMPIRICAL SUPPORT

The reason for the apparent failure, even of large-scale correlational studies of vision scores and

m~asurea  of driver safety, to provide empirical evidence useful  in support of the vision standard does not

reflect a lack of intense or directed effort. On the co&nay,  these shvJies  were comprehensive and still failed

to fmd definitive empirical rcsulk. This leads to the concbtsion  that the problem cannot  be solved  by broad-

based correlational studies of their  relationship to primary visuaUy mediated performance. The fundamental

reason is the extensive overlap of the vision test scores of safe and unsafe  drivers coupled with  tbc  fact that

most potential drivers with poor vision are already screened off the road by vision tests  and cannot  contribute

to the statistical base. Viion is only one component of driver safety.

On the other had, it is dear  tbat some level of reduced vision is unsafe. Caa other means be used

to establish empirically meanby@  limits? Two possiitie$ were dixused at the worlnhop.  The first is to

study worst-case simulated scenarios and the second is to employ a ride-along method for gathering real-

world data on driving performance and mishaps. The worst-c-w  simulation method might  employ a Ml-

scale driving corm that presents  simulated hazards and emergency situations of varying degrees  of diflicuhy

and at extremely high encounter rates compared to the real-world situations  This  approach would produce

driviog  emorg as data for measurement, at a rate high  enough  to be. statistically useful  for evahmtiag drivers

with  normal and less than normal vision. These data might provide  a basis for setting minimum vision

standards for given sihmtions  on *Ae course. This approach would  be extremely expensive  and still present

the problem of validating the course sihratioas with  real-world seeds for safety. To some  extent, this

problem could be addressed by comparing scores of normal and below-normal vision  drivers. Compared to

worst-case simulation, the ride-along technique has the advantage of providing real-world data. However, a

prohibitive amount of observer time would be required to a-&ate  medagfd data on the rare serious

accidents that are the major safety eonccra  (not to mention the danger to the observer). Data on more

routine mist&es and mishaps would again suffer from the problem of establishing relevance to the incidence

of more serious accidents.

An increasingly feasible technical  alternative to either of the approaches just de&id is computer

simulation of the driving task. This  approach would have  the advantage of presenting scenarios of varying

type and degree of di&Aty at the discretion of the researcher,  and would present ILO danger,  either to the

driver or to the observer. Cost would be significant in the development phase, but would be much less than

a real simulation at every level. The major problem is the degree of realism that could be achieved.

Technology in the area of graphics presentation is imprwing rapidly and ik cost  is decreasing. If the

problems of relating simulator performance to real-world safety considerations can be adequately addressed,

this technology would appear to offer the greatest promise of providing additional support for the CMV

vision standard.
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APPENDIX A

SYNTHESIS OF THE LITERATURE



This  synthesis of the literature  (&giaaIIy  the Task A Report)  comprises the  history of the
vision standard, the infmstate  vision standards, international stat&r&  guidelines  of ptofessicmal  and
government organkations,  and evaluation  of empirical  evidence.

HISTORY OF THE VISION STANDARD

In the  Iate  19Xk,  the Federal Government began regulating  the  vision  standards for drivers
of CMVs  in interstate commerce. (These reguIatiorw  have appeared in the Federal Register (FR)
and tbe Code of Federal Regulations (CFR).) Smce that time, the standard has been &aged
steadUy in the direction of requiring more stringent visual capability.  The  vision standard for drivers
of interstate trucks  was specitied  o&ioaUy  in a general standard for medical fitness.  The standard
was very  general and stated the  follow&

“Good eyesight  in both  eyes (either without  gkses  or by correction with glasses),-.
inch .

3,
adequate perception of red  and green  colors” (Federal Register, 1923(c),

c.1938).

By 1939, the standard was mod&d  to co&n specitic  minimum requirements for visual acuity,
visual fields, and color vision:

“Vied  acuity (either  without glasses or by correction with gIasses) of at feast 20/40
(SneUen)  in one  eye, and 20/100  (SneUen) in the other eye; form field  of not less
than 45 degrees in aII  meridians from the  point of fixation;  ability  to distingukh red,
green,  and y&w-  (4,  Federal Register, 2295, 122,  June  7, 1939).(*)

HistoticaI  documentation contkms  that  the  standard remained the same through  1944 (9, Federal
Register, 192.2@),  1944).(3)  It wasn’t until 1964 that the standard was changed to incbuie  more
stringent requiremenU  in visual acuity and visual field.  The minimum requirement for visual  acuity
now became: *... at least  m/40 (Snellen)  in each eye . . . . In addition, the visual field rquirement

was rutatcd  to inchtdc  otdy  the horizontaI  meridian: . . . . form field of vision  in the hotizontal

meridian shall  not  be less than  a total  of 140  degrees.’ The visual field speciti~tion does not
require that each eye be tested separately, but appears to imply with  the word ‘total” that biiocubir
coverage shotdd  add up to at least 140 degrees. The abiity to distinguish  color requirements (red,
green,  and ycUow)  did not  change. The standard now  stated that driws  requiring correction by

gbsses  ‘...shaU  weaf  properly prescrii giasscs  at aII  times when driving. (29, Federal Register,
8420,  191.2(b),  July 3, EJ64).(4)
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The standard was retied again  in 1970 to in&de the words ‘distant” and “biiocuIar*  in
spceifying  visual acuity. The standard now stated that a driver must have’... distant visual acuity of
at least 2Q/40  (Soellen)  in each eye...’ and ‘...distant  binocular acuity of at least 20/40  (Sneh)  in
both eyes with  or  without cokTective  leases.” However, the field  of vision standard was now  changed
to *... at least 70 degrees in the horizontal meridian in each eye...,” which is markedly  different from
the 1964 standard requirement, *... not be less than a total of 140 degrees...’ in the horizontal
meridian. The intent of this 1970 revision to the visual tieid  requirement is not dear. It appears
that part of the intent of the 1970 revision was to restate the requirement in terms of monocular
testing, which is the normal medical  practice. However, the extensive overlapping of binocular  fields
means that a biiocular specification camot  simply be  divided by hvo  to arrive at a monocular
speci6catioa  It is certainly not reasonable  to assume that the purpose  of the 1970  standard was to
make the visual field requirement much  less stringent than  even the 1939 speciflcatioa  It is also not
certain  that a simple error was committed and that the mottocular  field  was supposed to be 140
degrees. Bceause  of this ambiity in the statement of the standard, which is still current,  a
reevaluation of the wording and intent of the visual fields specitication  is nccewry.  AdditionaJy,
the 1970 c&r requirement was revised to specify traffic control devices and their c&rs.  The
wording changed from “abiity to disthguisb colors red, green, and yeUOar  to “ability to recognize
the colors  of traftic  signals  and devices showing stand&d red, green, and amber” (35, Federal
Register, f&%3,391.41  (b)(lO),  April  22, 1970).(%

Also  in 1970, two separately dated changes were made to the requirement for drivers with
prescription lenses. Fust,  dated in April  of 1970, the requirement for spectacles was relocated from
the vision specification to Section: 392.2 (a) Spectacles to be wont.*  The new regulation was stated
as fouows:

“A driver whose visual acuity meets any of the minimum requirements of section
391.41 of this subchapter only  when he wears corrective lenses shaII wear properly
presuiid sp~a&s  at aII  times while  he is driving’  (35,  Federal Register, 6466,
3929 (a), April Z&1970).@

SecondIy,  dated in November of 1970, the title of the spedade  section was changed to “Corrective
lenses to be  worn’  ia order to cover the wearing of contact lenses.  The reguhtion now inchded a
provision that a driver couId  wear prescribed contact lenses instead of prescribed spectacles. The
provision also required the driver to ‘have a spare lens or set of lenses on his person”  when driving.
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The most current printing of the standard(a in the Code of Federal Regulations (49, CFR,

391.41@)  (lo), October 1,19SS)  has not changed since November of 1970 and is dcsaiid in the

following paragraphs.

As part of the effort to update the vision standards, the Federal Hi&ray Admiaistratioa,

Office of Motor Carriers (IWWA OMC) is address@ the correction of tlk possible  error in the 70-

degree horizontal meridian field.(*)

The Code of Federal Regulations, Subpart E-Physical Quaiitkations  and Examinations

Scclioas  391.41 to 391.4ti9)  specifies medicaJ standards required to ba met by operators of CMVs in

interstate commerce (see Appendix C). The commercial driver must be medically  examined at least

every 2 years and, while  on duty, a driver must have a certificate  showing that he or she has passed

the required examination. The required examination encompasses the genencral  h&b of the

individual as weU as setting specik  standards for vision aad audition. It alsO predudes  individuals

from driving  if they have certain medical comiitions  such as spe&c  heart conditions and, important

for vision,  diabetes mcUitus  which must be controUed  by iwdia.

The visual requirements for CMV drivers are iacluded in Section 391.4l(n  and are stated

as foknvs:

“Has distant visual acuity of at least 20/40 (Snellen)  in each eye without corrective
lenses or visual acuity separately corrected to 20/40 (SneUen)  or better with
corrective 1ens.q  distant biiocular  acuity of at least 20/40 (SneUen)  ia both eyes
with or without ccrrecti~  leases,  Geld of vision of at least 70 degrees in the
horizontal meridian in each eye, and the abiity to recognize the colors of traffic
signals and devices sboniag standard red, green, and amber’  (49, CFR,
391.41(b)(lO),  19Ss).

In addition, Seuioa  391.43t9)  states that the medical examination can be performed by a

licensed doctor of medicine or osteopathy, and a ticeased optometrist can perform  as much of the

medical examiaation as pertains to visual acuity, field of vision, and the abiity to recogaize colors  as

speciiied in CFR 49 paragraph (10) of 391.41(b). Few instructions for performing and recording the

physical examination are given,  but instruaions  regarding specikation  of visual acuity, prohibition

against monocular vision, contact leas tolerance, and certain common eye conditions are as follows:

“When other than the SncUcn chart is used, the resaks of such test must be
expressed in values comparable to the standard SneUen test. If the applicant wears
conedive  lenses,  these should be wora  wtdle  applicant’s visual atity is beii tested.
If appropriate, indicate on the Medical Examiner’s  Certificate by checking the box,
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‘Qualified only  when wearing correaive lenses.’ In recording distance vision we 20
feet as normal. Report all vision az a fraction with  20 as numerator and the
smallest type  read at So feet as denominator. Note ptosis,  discbarge,  visual fields,
ocdar  musde imbalance, color blindness, corncal  scar, exophthalmos,  or strabiimu
uncorrected by corrective leases. Monocdar  drivers are not qualified to operate
commercial motor vehicks under existing Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations.
If the driver babitaally  wears contact lenses, or intends to do so while driving, there
should be sufficient  evidence to indicate that he bas good tolerance and is well
adapted to their use. The use of contact leases should  be noted on the record’ (49,
CFR 391.43, 1985).

As de&id above a problem exists in the statement of the visual field requirement. The

standards, as published in the Federal Register@) since 1970, states  that a 70-degree  field of view is

the minimum requirement for each eye. The Federal Highway Administntion  has taken the

position that the visual tield standard should specify that 140 degrees of visual field is required in

each eye. However, the evoh~tion  of the visual field specification appears to leave some doubt as to

what the ad spwifxation  of horizontal field extent should be. The later se&on, listing

international visual standards, indicates that there is no obvious co~~.~nsus  on visual Geld

requirement, with  5 countries or prwinces of the 15 listed not spec@ing  a standard, 5 not providing

a specitk number (stating only the visuat field should k normal or full),  and the 5 remaining

cotmties  spedfyine numbers between l20 and 150 degrees for each monocular field and 170

degrees for a binocular  field.

The color vision requirement of the 1970 CMV vision standard also presents the problem of

beii unenforceable on a practical basis. The requirement now states that a driver must be able I...

to recognize the colors of traffic signals and devices showing  standard red, green, and amber.’ As

stated, this requirement does sot specify relevant stimulus  parameters, such as stimulus size,

stimubts  Iuminaace,  and wavelength composition or chromaticity  that are critical in determining

whether different classes of color-defeztiw observers will be able to pass the test. To a certain

extent, the wavdength composition of the stimulus is inferred by the phrase  ‘...showing  standard red,

green, and amber.” Presumably, the *standard’ referred to is that set by the National Bureau of

Standards (NBS)/“)  which  sees the colors of t&tic  control signals in the United States.

Spxitk reference to the NBS or an interpretation of the color standard for the purpose  of

color testing would clear up that part of the stimulus problem related to cbromaticity  spxikation.

However, an even more difticolt  problem would remain which relates to the visual angle of subteose

of the test color and the intent of the CMV vision standard in restricting color-defective individuals
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from driving. This  problem arises because the abiity  of red-green color-defective individti varies

z.i@ficandy  with the angle of stimuhs subtense. (11*12) For large angular subtense  (larger than 5 to

8 degrees, depending on the observer), even red-green diehromats  can rewgnizc  the difference

betarccn  red, green,  and yellow  spectral lights. These same observers are totally unable to

disth@h colors in this spectral range for small lights subtending 2 degrees or less. Thus

dichromats  wiU  typicaIly  “pass” a color test which presents large enough stimuli that are well

saturated aod reasonably bright, but will fail any classic test of red-green color vision  such as

pseudokochromatic  plates (colored dots of one color that show a number or pattern within  colored

dots of another color) or small field spectral color matching (anomaloscope  testing).

If it is the intent of the color requirement of the CMV standard to exclude  red-green coior-

defectives  from driving (and this is doubtful for reasons stated above), then color testing methods

most be respecificd  to accomplish this goal. Simply presenting colored circles printed on paper or

viewing colored lights from a distance that will product a large field of view will not screcll  out red-

green color-defectives. In practice, ioditidoak  io this category are not b&g denied CMV licenses

under current enforcement comiitions.  In fact, there seems to be no evidence that would  warrant

the exdusion of this class of drivers from the road



INTRASTATE VISION STANDARDS

Recommendations provided in tbis projcd may be partiaIIy  bawd oo the admioistrativc

abiity  of the states to manage vision screening programs for commercial drivers. Vii011 standards

aod testing  procedures for squiring  and maintaining a Iicense to operate a commercial v&icIe

intrastate were obtained from National Highway  Traffx Administration (NHTSA) Guidelines for

Motor V&i& Admiitrators, State and Provincial Licensing Systems-Comparative Data(t3)  aod

contact with  administrators from state ken&g bureaus. Table A.1 compares the state vision

standards for intrastate CMV drivers.

Ractic.aIIy  every state administers a vision test for individuak applying for any type  of motor

vehicle Iicense. Vision standards vary slightly  from state to state, but every state that conducts visual

screening  has a visuai acuity requirement for intrastate commercial vehicIe  Iiccnsing.  Other visual

requirements vary considerably in different states, with  many states requiring visual fields testing,

and several requiring color testing. Some states even have. a stereopsk requirement.

For the most part, state visual standards for h,trastate  commercial  driver Iicensing  are Ices

stringent thao the Federal standard for interstate commerciaI  driver Iiccnsing.  For -pie, eveo

though  a biiocoh (best corrected) visual acuity requirement of 20/40 is the standard in almost SO

percent of the states, less than 10 percent of the states deny a license  for mooccularity.  In addition,

approximately 38 and 35 percent of the states have a visual field standard for each eye and both

eyes, respectiveIy.  These standards range from 70, SO, and 140 degrees in each eye to 7O,llO,lZO,

140, and 180 degrees in both eyes. Nearly 24 percent of the states have a color perception standard

sod for most states the standards arc  for red, green,  and amber. In additiob  12 percent of the states

have a stereopsis  standard

Pe.rkdic  vision sacening  is admiitercd in 72 percent of the states. Diions with

kensing  bureau administrators in nine of the larger populated states (C4,  FL, MI, NJ, NY, NC,

PA, TX, and VA) indicated that periodic vision testing varies. Reports indicated that thee states

require vision retesting every 2 years, ftve states require every 4 years, and one state requires every 5

years.
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Table Al. Comparison of State Viion  Requirements for CMV  Operators

1 Massachus@+@1 I M/M I aKnY  I 120 I Yes  I No I Periodic I
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Table  A.1 Comparison of State Vision  Requirements for CMV Operators  (Cont’d.)

the horizontal meridian; color abbreviations: R = red, G = grcca,  A = amkr, Y = yellow, and B = blue;
abbreviations for other conditions: AK = aphakia,  DP = diplopia,  EY = eye coordination, Hh4 = hi&
myopia, NB=night blindness, NG=nystagmus,  and ST=stcrwpsk  (absence of); NS=standard  not
specitic&  No=no  standard; PV=defauh  to private vehicle standard.
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INTERNATIONAL VISION STANDARDS

The United States vision standard for CMV drivers has evoW over a period of more than

Xl years to meet the perceived rqticments of American roads. During this same period, simii

stardads  have been evolving  in other iadostriahd coumries,  but not nece.s.&iy  in driving

entionments  comparable to those found in the United States. It is impossible to know the extent

to which the standards  io the industrialized count&s have iofluenced  each other during their

evolution.  Certainly, it is reasonable to assume that some transfer of information has occurred,

esp&aUy  among Eoglish-speaking countries and countries of the European community. However,

regardkss of the history  of how this information was spread  a survey comparing specific vision

standards for drivers of 04% in the industrialized countries cull shed some light on the limits of

vision  thought to be reasonable by different national organhions. The results of this survey are

presented next.

Current information on foreign vision  standards of CMV drivers was obtained thr&b

correspondence with  international staodards,  medical, and commerce organizations in January and

February of 1991. In addition, vision staadards for countries ia the European Common Market

were obtained from the British Association of Optoaictrists~*4~  and from a 1985 review article by

Charmaa.(~  Table A.2 provides a summary of international vision  standards for a selection of
iadustriahed  cotmtriw  considered to be representah of the spectrum of response. Standards for

visual acuity, visual fields, color &ion,  other conditions, aad retesting are listed in tbe table.

Review  of the foreign vision standards for CM%  revealed a wide disparity among  the

comtries  that offered information oa visual standards. Viiual  acuity for each eye is specified with

most cmatries  requiriag  more than the current 20/40 Federal requirement. Only a few countries

have binocular acuity requirements that are more stringent thaa the Federal 20/40 rqtiemeat.

For visual tick& most countries state that the drivers have  *normal’  fields  or “W fields. only  4 of

I5 countries  specified the visual field range  for each eye (e.g., l20, Us,  and 150 degrees). Most of

the countries do not have a requirement for color, 2 of 15 did specify rquircmcats  for red, green,

blue, amber, and yellow. Viion standards for CMV drivers vary signiticaatiy from country to

country. Nme of 15 countries  have  other visual requirements, such as stereopsis,  and will deny

liceasure for visual disorders and impairments such as aphakia, amctropia, diplopia, myopia, night

bhincss, and nystagtrm.  Eight of 15 countries reported that they require periodic checks for vision.

The time between rechecks ranges  from a~uaUy  to every 2,s.  or 5 years. Some countries do oat

start periodic vision programs until drivers reach certain ages (e.p?  50,60, or 65).
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Table A.2. Summary of International Vkion  Standards for ChfV  Operators

NOlhWbdS 20/25 20/25
wa

Sweden w= NS
w=

Swlkerbnd w2Q NS
20/25

Weat  Gemny wm NS
1 20;25  1

EEC
I ii% I NS

NS
I INSNS

NS NS NS

Normal NS Normal
NOKtld

NS NS RYB

150 NS NS
150 1 II

Nwmal NS
I I

NS
NOKtld

NS 1 NS / NS

Normal
Stereos

NS

Normal  NS
Sterwx I

NS I NS

b& 1 Periodic

Key to Table 2 visual acuity is exprwed in SneUen notation; visual field is given in degrees  along
the horizontal  meridiao;  color abbreviations: R = red, G =green,  A= amber, Y = yellow, and B=blue:
abbreviations for other conditions: AK= aphakia,  DP = diplopia,  HM  = high myopia, NB  = night
blindness, NG=nystagmus,  and ST=stereopsis  (absence of); NS=standard  not specified
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GUIDELINES OF PROFESSIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS

This  swtiou presents vision rccommendatio~~  for CMV operators by the American Medical
Association (AMA) and the U.S. Department of Trausportation,  National Highway Traftic  Safety
Admhdstratioa,  and American Association of Motor Vehicle  Administrators (USDOT,  NT-IT%,  and
-A).

VISION RECOMMJXNDATIONS  OF THE AMA

The task of enforcing the Federal vision  standard for operators of CMVs  falk primarily to
medical doctors who  have a mbdmd  amouut  of traiaiag in methods for visual testing. The AMA

has hhricaIIy  participated in setting  the Federal vision  standards and  bas provided  guidehes~‘6’
for vision testing to its members. The guidelines published in 1986 differ from the Federal vision
standard in e.xcIwling high-pcwer  spectade  lenses (IO  diopters or greater) and in requiring visual
acuity in each eye of 20/25  or ktter compared to 20/40  for the CMV standard. In addition, other
visual disorders are discus&  iocludiug  stereopsis,  nightthe  vision, diplopia,  and osciUopsia, but
specilic  recommendations for exchdhg  drivers  with  these conditions are avoided.

Class I drivers are quaIitied  to operate any vebick,  imhling Iarge, heavy articulated trucks
and v&i&s,  and trucks transporting hazardous matcriak,  such as fueI, chemiczds, explasives,  and
radioactive substanws.  Excerpts from  the AMA vision recommendations  for CIass  I drivers only are
given below

? m Vid &&-Ceutrd  visual acuity should bc  assessed at a
standard distance of 20  feet with  optimal refractive  wrrectioa.  The
assessments shouid  a&da the we of extremeIy  high-power spcctacie
lenses  in the rauge  off 10 diopters  (D), bin- telescopes or low-
vision-aid spectacles or compound magnifying  systems, because such leases
distort and reduce the visual fields  of the wearer. In aII  iastances,  the
driver’s acuity should  be demonstrated promptly.

It is recommended that drivers  in Class I have central visual  acuity of
20/U or better iu each eye with  or without cowentional  spectacle
comedon. Spectacle correction of 10 D or more in either eye should be
diqual@og.  A drkw may be  tested with contact lenses if he or she can
wear  them all day.

. F,&j of Vj--l-be  Goldmann  IlO-Wntimete?  dhS bOti  F-XbCter  h’dS
become the reference standard for testing visual fields sina its
intrcduction  io 1945. However, less cumbersome and less expensive
equipment may be wed . . . .
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In te.5ting  fields of vi&I&  the cxamincr  may use confrontatioa  testing with
eye-K-eye  fixation by examiner and examine. The examiner mcasmes
awareness  of a cotton-tip applicator or  a mokg Linger at the periphery
and compares it with  his or her own visual G&k,  which must be normaL

Alternate methods of testing utilize the  American Automobile Association’s table
model field-of-vision tester, which is 20  inches in diameter and encompasses
approximately 220 degrees horizontaU~  the Titmus  push-button perimeter ax,
adapted to tbc  top surface of a Titmus  vision tester, the simple hand-held

d Schweigger  and Spiller rotating are perimeters; and the hand-held C Perimeter.
For screening purposes, the  testing is cotdined  to the horizontal arc and utilizes a
3-millimeter  white target  against a 33OmiUimeter  radius are or  a Goldmaru!
perimeter  using the III  4-2  target.

For Class I drivers, each eye is tested separately while the other eye is
obscured by an opaque occluder,  preferably one that  is tied around the
head The patienrs  spectacles or contact lenses  should be  worn  during
the visual field examimtioa  Each eye should have visual field  recopnition
throughout an arc of 140 degrees or more. Individuals wearing spectacles
with lenses exceeding 10 D or utilizing heavy spectacle frames  generally
cannot  meet this standard

? Color Visirxt-The  completely color-blind or achromatic individual usually
has poor  central visual acuity and also  may have visual field loss. The
widespread modiktion of adding yellow to red and adding bbxe  to green
t&k signals has reduced the problem of kd-green  visual confusion, even
in pxsons  with s~&iIicant  deficiencies of red or green sensitivity.

Class I drivers should be able to diskguish  the  basic t&k  control colors,
red, green, and  amber, with each eye separately.

0 w-Stereopsis  is almost excIusiveiy  a functkm  of near  vision and it
is tested by near-range equipment, such as a Vcrhoeff  stereopter,  the
Wii-Titmus  double-printed polaroid  vedograms,  or random  dot
stereograms.  Distance  depth perception in driving does not relate. to
near-range stereopsis  and it can be satisfactorily tested only with a road
driving  test. Testing of this  function  is not required to determine a
driver’s medical qualiticatiom

0 .Nii~c ViiioQ-NI@time  or mesopic visual ftmctions...are  class&d  as
(1) night vision  or  central  acuity under  redwed  iUumi~tion; (2) glare _
tolerance or central acuity against a standardized  glare  light source;  and
(3) glare -cry  time, as exprd  in sccomls  mxessq to regain
satisfactory night vision after qosure to disabling glare. Economical and
reliable testing procedures are not generally available and results often are
not reproducible.

(For Class I &ivers)...the  physician testing night&me  vision should  attempt to
detect morphologic and struchnal alterations of the eye that are known to affect it
and its mesopic  functions, such as corncal  opacities; dystrophies or scars affecting
the pupil&y portion of the cornea; lens  opacities, particularly those involving the
pupillary  or central portion of the lens; pigmentary  degeneration of the retina;
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optic atrophy, degeneration of the ma&e; or signiticant  arteriosclero&  diabetic,
or hypertensive rctinopathy.

0 niplpoia  and Oa-Bibuxtdar  vision and fusion are the produd  of
highly specialized  and prcdsc  neurological fuactions.  Factors known to
impair these functioas  are alcohol  ingestion, hypoxia, and fatigue.
Individuals vary greatly  in their fusional  cap&t&  and in their tolerance of
the imp&~+ factors. A driver who develops diplopia soon wiIl learn to
close an eye to suppress one of the  images. The occurrence. of diplopia is
relatively rare, but its presence could interfere with  the safe operation of a
motor vehicle.

Among the many  riCur01ogical  diseases that may prodwe  diplopia is
multiple sclerosis. A hi&  proportion of patients with  that condition have
nystagmus  of a rapid, jerky type  that may ultue  some blurring of the
visual image. caze  palsies of supranuclcar  origin and  conditions invohing
the extraocular  muscles or sixth cranial oerve  also cm cause diplopia.
Ftosis  due to a condition aEectinp  the third nerve may reduce the visual
field Acute optic neuritis reduces vision on the side of the affected ncm;
symptoms may clear in days or weeks but recurrences  are.  frequent.

To be  medicaIIy  qu&ied  for a Class I . . . license, the driver should  have a
waiver from the examining  physician based 011  Iong-standing  functional
adaptation.

? ~-(Tl~~guidelines describe  reasons for
transient obscz&g of vision, including physiological  disorder, dilating
pupils during eye exams,  tcmporzuy  monocular  states, and problems with
contact  lenses.  However, no specific  recommemiations  are made for Class
I or other dass  drivers.)

MSION RECOMMENDATIONS OF USDOT/IWTSA/AAMVA

The U.S. Department of Transportation and National Highway Tra&  Safety
Admiitratiott,  in wopcration  with  the American Association of Motor Vehicle  Administrators,
published a 1980  booldet  entitled ‘Guidelines for Motor Vehicle Admhistrators;  Ftmcfional  Aspects

of Driver Improvement-A Guide for State Medical Advisory B~ards.~‘~  This handbook provided a
set of ‘&ion  recommendations for all drivers who are otherwise medically capable of operating
commercial v&i&s,  including heavy trucks. The recommendations differ from those in the Federal

vision standard but are the same as those  in the Ah%4  standard for +&al acuity (i.e.,  20/25  or
better is required in each eye, not 20/40  as spcciticd  in the  Federal standard). However, visual
fields are the same as those  in the Federal vision standard (i.e., 140  degrees for each eye in the
horizontal field). In addition, color  idenfication  is the same as that in the  Federal vision standard

and AMA recommendations (i.e., abiity to distinguish  red,  green, and yellow/amber). The b&Jet
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provides  rccommendatioos  for visual acuity, visual tie&,  ocular  motiIity,  color disuimiiation,  depth

perception, dark adaptation, refractive states,  and strabiimos (crossed eyes). The recommended

requirements for Medical Category I drivers (covering commerciaI  motor nhides) arc  as follows:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Viiual  A&y-Prompt central visual acuity is required to interpret tra&
signs and cots at usual speeds. Central visual acuity for distance should be
recorded osiog  the SneIIen notation. The individual should have the abiIity
to coordinate we of both eyes and have conventionally corccted  visual
acuity io each eye of at least 20/X Periodic reevahation  is recommended.

J&mcoIar  Visual Acuity-Recommend that Iiceosc bc  denied to those with
monocular  vision.

ar Horizontal  Visual Eel+Each eye tested SeparateIy  must  have a
horizontal visual field of 140 degrees or more. Periodic rcwahation  is
recommended

Ocular Mot%&-Drivers  with  a history of intermittent or uncontroIIed
diplopia should not be Licensed

Color Diiaimiiation-IndividuaL  with defect&  color vision may be
/

considered. Can bavc some degree of color bhhess, but has the abiity to
-tc red, green,  and yeUow trafiic signals.  Periodic rwvahation  is
recommended.

Percy@-No recommendations are &en.

e Tolerb-It is rccommendcd  that the overall
visual behavior of individuals with  cataracts, retinal abnormaIities,  ctwooic
pupihy coostrictiong  or other koowo  causes of glare intolerance or poor
dark adaptation bc  carefuuy  evahated  before such individuals arc.
recotomended for unrestricted Iicen.wrc.

Xefractive Stnt*s-Myopia (nearsightcdnc.ss),  hyperopia (farsightedness), and
astigmatism (distmt~ but constant  for all viewing distance) can usually  be
wmpwsated  for and aced not  be considered as problems. Likewise,
presbyopia  (ibiity to focus dearly  at near) is natural to agiog  and is not
of licensing  concern if compensated  or corwcted

--The strabismic  person should be evaluated based
upcat visual acuity and normal visual fields the  same as a biiocuht  persoa

YJC of Tcm-It  is recommended  that telescopic device
applicants oat bc Iiceosed except upon  individual review and evaluation by a
medkd  adGory  board
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EVALUATION OF EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

viion standards for commcreial  driving have evolved in parallel with those for private

motor v&i&s.  Although the performance  demands on commercial drivers considerably exceed

those placed on an average private passenger vehicle  operator, the recommended CMV vision

standards that apply to both differ only in rclativeiy  minor ways. A typical state CMV standard rests

on the spccitication  of a minimum binocular visual acuity performance  which varies from 20/70

(3 states) to 20/40 (40 states). In comparing private vehicle and CMV standards, it is noted that at

least 40 states require 20/40 binocular vision for ChW drivers compared to 38 states requiring

20140  for drivers of private vebicks.  Thus,  the  difference between the private and commercial

requirements is small and co&& to a very few states. The Federal CMV vision standard farther

qecifm a minimum visual field in the horizontal meridian In general, the state CMV standards

fall below the Federal CMV standard. Only  19 states have monocular visual field standards as

required in the Federal standard Siiibu to acuity, states have  slight varkations  in visual tield

requirements for private vebide operators, compared to CMV requirements. Seventeen states have

monocular field standards for private vehicle drivers compared to 19 for CMV drivers. Eigbtcen

additional states baw binocular field standards for both private and CMV drivers.

The evolution of visual performance standards has been guided by a clearly perceived  need

to specify adequate visual capacity to assure public safety in a task obviously dependent on vision.

However, this pr- has been able to draw little from an empirical base which  was almost

nonexistent at the start  of the process and has encountered considerable difticuhy  in adding

information of dear  practical significance sirtee that time. A reading of the historical data in this

area leads to the conchtsion  that original standards  were based on a consensus of expert opinion at

tbat time. Major original contributors to this  consensus were (1) the medically oriented fields of

ophthabnology and optometry, and (2) research scientists concerned  with  problems of human visual

psychophysics. Inter& and infbxnce from both of these  sources remain strong to the present.

However, during the intervening period, a separate identitiable  research  and engineering community

has evolved that both wordinates  and conducts research  in direct support of standard-maldng and

the regulatory process. This discipline (traffic  eogineeriag and safety) is muhidisciplbmry in nature,

drawing from the medical, engineering and scientific  fields, and has presided over the accumulation

of a very large base of data on problems related to safety and efficient  in virhmlly all matters

pertaining to private, commercial, and public motor vebide use.
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DRIVING PERFORMANCE RECORD

A major research effort commenced to identify and measure the relationship among many

aspects of visual performance  and accessible indicators of driving  safety. These shuiies  often take

the form  of a post hoc analysis  of data already accumulated through  routine driver registration

testing and record keeping. However, some studies have  introduced innovative controlled vision

testing methods into the driver testing routine, designed to obtain data on a broad scale wbicb  could

then be correlated with  the driving  record over time. Since the early I!&%,  numerous  research

projects bavc  been conducted to shldy  tbe relationship betweco  vision test results for operators of

motor vebides  and their  driving  pcrformaoce  rcmrd (i.e., accidents and violations). Most of these

studies were  initiated to determine what visual skills best  correlate with  w performaace in an

attempt to rccoromcnd  to state ticeasing  agencies the most practical vision tests  to admiier to

Iicease applicants and renewals. Many of tbe studies  focused oa vision tests tbat were easily

accessiile  through commercial vision screening devices. However, some of tbc  shwlies invohzd

developing customized vision testing apparatus and some used clinical equipment that would  bc

impractical for mass vision screening in a licensing bureau environment. Most of the  research

focused on tbc  passenger  vehicle  operator; only  a few investigated  the visual and driving

performance of the CMV operator.

A summary of the most sigoificant  rcsearcb  efforts in the area of vision performaXe  of

passeogcr  vcbide operators versus their  driving performance  record is prcscnted  next.  Thea, the

more limited evidence describing a relationship between visual performance of CMV operators and

their driving performance record is cxamiocd.  Last, the discusion  focuses on aging and visual

pathology as they relate to driving.

eer Vehicle Oww

(1) Borg Studies-One of the earl&t,  most comprehensive sh~dies on the rclatioasbip

between vision and tbc  driving  performance record was conducted by Bu#~~‘) on more

than 17500  drimxs over a 3year  period in the 196Os.  Driving habits (annual mileage

reported), age, and gender were reported in addition to information on their  vision test

paformaace.  In Bergs  stodies,  tbe following &ion  tests were examioedz  dynamic visual

acuity (ability to perceive details of an object when there is relatiw  motion between the

observer and tbe object);  static visual acuity (ability of the observer to perceive details of a

statioaary object); lateral visual field (eateat of the observer's side vision when look&

straight ahead); lateral phoria (aim of tbc eyes in tbc  horizontal plaoe); low-light
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mcognition tlmsbolds,  glare rccovcry  (length  of time required to pcrceivc  an object after

bei subjected  to glare); and sighting  dominance (individual’s  preferred eye). Of the vision

tests  zmalyml in relation to tdic cawictiom and accidents (report+ statkti=IIy

significaat  correlations found  between vision and the driving performance  record which

were  nevcrtbelcss  cxtmmely  weak. Burg rcportcd  that mileage and age w+rc the most

powerful predictors  of traffic accidents  and convktioas. A later aaalysk of the Burg data by

Hills and Burg in 1!377@) revealed a small but significant corrchtion bctwccn  accident

rates for driven  owr age 54 and their static/dynamic visual tests and ghrc recovery  tests.

Many of the research  sNdies from the l!XOs coochdcd that accident and viohion records

WCS only slightly  prcdictablc  from visual pcrformaace  measures  and that factors such as

ago, sex, and wposurc  mileage wcrc  better  predictors of driving records  thao any visual

clwacteristics..  (‘g2M)

(2) Mark I Viion Tester-In  the early 197Os,  the U.S. Department  of Transportation was

developed an iatcrcst  in the results  of the Borg shtdics.  They initiated a series  of

hMigatioas dcsigacd  to develop a battery of vision tests that wcrc  more functionally

dated to driver pcrformancc  and safety, and which could  lcad to the development of a

hi011 tosting  dcvicc  for use in scrccoing  drivcrk  license  applicaots or reowaIs. In this

study, Hendcrsoa  and Bu@), after rcvicwing  prior literahrc  and atka@hg earlier data,

provided a systematic analysis  of the visual rcquiremcats  for dhiog. Through use of a

prototype  vision testing dcticc (MARK I), the followiog  visual fooctions  wcrc  regarded as

imporNnt  to USC in the study

0 Static visual acuity (normal illumination)

0 central  aogular movement

?? central  movement-in-depth

0 us&l pcriphcral vision

0 Static acuity (low-lcvcl  ihmioation)

? Field of view

? Eye movement and frxatioa

0 Dynamic visual acuity
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. Accommodation faculty

?? Glare sensitivity

Over 6M)  license renewal  operators  were screened on the MARK I. Accident statistia

were collected for the preceding 3 years for each operator. Results showed a moderate,

consistent age-related decline for all the visual functions. Siienificant  age-related loss in

visual ability was reported for static acuity under normal and low illumination  glare, and

dynamic acuity. However, the correlational analyxu conducted to assess the potential

predictive validity of the MARK I displayed many signilicaut correlations in the direction of

poor visual performance statisthlly  related to a good driving record. Further analyses

revealed the age factor as an extraneous variable causing this outcome. Older drivers with

the experience and ability to compensate for their lost visual functions,  plus their greatly

reduced driving mileage, had considerabiy  fewer accidents than their younger, better-

sighted counterparts. The U.S. Department of Transportation, encouraged by some of the

results of the MARK I, decided to continue its research to develop a valid vision  screening

device to be employed as standard equipment in a typical motor vehicle department field

office.

(3) Mark II Vision Tester-Upon developing a new device (MARK II) that was relatively

compact, durable, and affordable (as well as having such features as a much shortened

admiitrative testing time, and the entire instructions, testing, and scoring procedure

computer-automated), initial testing by Shi~ar~~) performed initial testing using 890

licensed operators. The results revealed very  low correlations behveen accident rate

measures and visual pctformancc.  In fact, ao sign&ant  correlation existed behveen vision

and driving  record for the 25 to 54 age group. Additional testing indicated that poor

dynamic and static visual acuity under low levels of illumination was most consistently

related to accidents; poor static acuity under low levels of illumination was related to

nighttime accidents. There was also a relatiomhip  between central angular movement and

accident involvement. In addition, none of the single &ion  tests was signifzcantly  associated

with  accident involvement for all age groups, but each test was sigsdlica~tly  associated with

accident involvement for one or more of the age gtoups.  Results indicated that the

reliabiity  and stability of the vision test scores bad to be increased before pass/fail criteria

could be analyzed. Overall results between the battery of vision tests and the driving

statistics were inconclusive and really did not establish a dear-cut relationship behveen

specifx visual tests and the driving record.
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(4) Viiual Acuity-Important work, correking  visual acuity test scores of l3.700  drivers
with self-reported accidents during the previous l2-month  period, was carried out in the
mid-l97Os  by Hofstetter.(~ Data were  coUected  nationally over a period of 10  years by
means  of a survey taken in a variety of settings and poptdatioe  Additional support was
provided from the Auiliary  to the American Optometric Ass&&m,  using six available
commercial vision screeners. Accident rates  for persons with acuity in the lower quartile of
the measurements were compared to rates for persons with  acuity above the median
measurement. Drivers in the  lower visual acuity grcmp were found to be twice as likely to
have  bad tbrec  accidents in the previous yw as those  with  acuity above the median,  and 50
percent more likely to have  bad two accidents. No @Cant  differences were found
between  the lower acuity and higher acuity drivers when 6nly  one accident was used as the
criterion of comparison. This shldy  provides evidence of a connection betwtcn  poorer
visual acuity and increased accident frequency. These results apply only  to the very poor
visual performers compared to the best in tbc  tier cohort. Hofstettcr  estimate@ the visual
acuity lower quartile cutoff for young drivers at 20/25  and for older drivers at 20/60.
However, the quartile cutoffs are arbitrary and cannot  be interpreted in terms of a criterion
for routine driver screening.

Davi.s~n(~)  reviewed literature on the reb&aship  of vision  tests to driving  record  in the
late  1970s. ‘He concluded that weak but statistically s@ificant posit&  associations with the
driving record could be consistently  documented for dynamic visual acuity, angular
movement detection, detection of movement-in-depth, and static visual  acuity. The review
found no statistically significant assodatioas  with driving  remrds  for the following vision

tests:  color vision, stereoscopic acuity, muscle imbalance, and visual  tieids.  Davison
concluded that  these  last four vision  tests  are poor predictors of accident  rates and are of
doubtful value  in a routine driver screening  environment.

In 1985,  Dakson(29)  conducted vision  tests  (visual acuity, vertical/lateral muscle balance,
biiocular  fusioa,  and color perception) on l,ooO  motorists. These  motorists were randomly
stopped in and around  a town in England and asked to volunteer for a vision  test  and
provide information on driving record, vision examination history, and other  demographic

information. He fouod  sign&ant  positive asscciatioas  between accidents and right-eye or

left-eye visual acuity and biocular  acuity for all drivers and a relationship between
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accidents and vertical heterophoria  for drivers age 55  and over.  (He also found a
relationship between accidents and heterophoria  [biocular  muscle imbalance] and
XCidWtS.)

(5) Viiud  Fields-The visual field test used in driver screening measures only the
outermost limits of the horizon&I  meridian in response to a dearly super-threshold (bright)
stimubts.  Studies on visual  Gelds in the 1970s by Council and Men(w)  did not show a
sip&ant relationship behveen  the test results and the drivers’ records. The Council and
Akn study involved  a very large driver cohort in which visual  field  measurements were
compared with accident rates for S&o00  drivers. This study found that only 1 percent of
drivers recorded a horizontal field of l20  degrees or less, and that the accident rate for
these  drivers was no higher than for those whose fields were greater than lzcl degrees.
Earlier studies by DaaieLwn(31) involved a much  smaller driver cohort (680  driwrs)  and
alsO  reported no signitknt  relationship between horizontal  and central visual  fields and the

accident performance record.

Evaluation of visual fields for medical purposes has advanced to the level of using
computer-automated techniques to measure’brightness  detection thresholds for a grid of up
to 80 or more locations  throughout the potential field of vision. In 1980,  Keltner and
Johnso@  used automated static perimetry  to screen more than  500  drivers for any
evidence of visual  field  loss. This technique found that  approximately 5 percent of the
motorists had sign&ant  visual field loss  compared to only 1 percent found to have a
noticeable deficit in the study by Council and  Allen  using the horizontal  meridian test. In
addition, Keltner and Jobnsoa  report that subjects over age 65 have four to five times the
incidence of visual field  deficits of younger patients. For  the Keltner and  Johnson study,
field loss was defined  as substantial depression of all or part of the peripheral visual field
and/or an iaability to detect two or more adjacent  visual field  points (scotoma).  This
project was extendcd(a)  to compare the visuaJ field loss of 10,OlM  volunteer drivers with

ac&ient/cotwiction  histories. For this larger  study, it was found that drivers with  visual
field loss in both eyes had accident and  conviction rates that were twice as high as those for
dl+w.rs  with normal  visud 6eIds.  The redts were statisticauy  signi6caat.  These authors
suggest  that decreased performance  on a visual fields test is ~dost  likely to result  from  age-

related decreases in retinal illumination and  other squired  vision impairments which are
more common  in older age groups (such as glaucoma, degenerative myopia, diabetic

retinopatby,  and retinal detachment).
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IO the mid-19SOs, North(%)  conducted a review  of studies comparing the relationship

between the extent of visual field and driving performance. He reported that Johnson and

Keltoer’s  study in 1!%3(“)  showed evidence to support the relationship between visual f&s

and safe driving, while  the majority of other simh studies comparing accident records and

visual fields  performance  had not. This  may have been attriiuted  to the use of nonstandard

p&metric  tests that had not been vaIidated,  inadequate controls over the subject’s fixation,

and limited testing of only  two locations on the horizontal meridian of the visual field

North reported that the lac!s  of relationship found behveen the extent of visual field and

drkiog performance could  be due to poor study methodology and motorists with visual

defects Iimiting  their driving  to favorable conditions.

(6) Glare Sensitivity-Smdies on glare s.wsWty  wac  conducted in the 1970s. Henderson

and BuI$~)  and Shiaar et al.(=)  were  unable to show any significant rchtionships. In

addition, GetstIe et al.(=)  were unable to show a signififant correlation between  &we

sensitivity sulrcs and accident type, yet reported that drivers with a ghre  problem modik.d

their driving  behavior (i.e., reduced night driving). Wolbarsht,  in 1!377,@@  tested 1,500

driver’s liceosc. applicants and rcncwak  for gIare  ettsitivity  at three vcIIiug  @are ratias

(backgrodxargct)  of 29 (high  glare),  41  &dittm glare), and &I (low &are).  He used a

modified commerciaI  vision  screener with  a customized ovcrIyhg  &are  source  of

controllable  intensity. The results  showed no si@ticant  correlation ktwcca  @are scores

and driving performance, although the average glare sensitivity scores  did increase with  age.

He rcwmmended  that drivers 50 years of age and older be periodicaIIy  checked for

elevated gIare  sensitivity because  of their tendency toward elevated scores, even though  his

data could  not be used to set glare screening aiteria.  He also found  that monocular drivers

tended to have elevated ghrc sctwitivity.

(3 Contrast hsitivity-A recent sht&m was completed for the Penmyh’ah

Department of Transportation (PennDGT), to determine the value and feasibility of

periodic vision  screening  during license  renewaL Dccina  et al examined the relationship  of

three vision  measwes (static visual acuity, horizontal visual 6~14 and contrast seasititity)

to accident and violation records for I&@3  drivers who were unaware that they would be

te.sted It was discovered that drivers who  f&d the PczmDGT  visual standard or scored

below ‘normti  o* the cotltrast  salsitivity  test  were  at a significantly higher risk for
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aoidenu  in tbc  two oldest age groups  (66 to 76 and 76+), but not in younger

groups. However, researchers found IIO  signiticant  relationship behveen poor vision

performance oo each of the vision  tests analyzed separately and accident and

violation records.

In summary, clear-cot, arong  correlations bchvecn  vision tests and driving records of

passenger vehicle operators have been difticult  to establish because of the statistical distribution of

drivers (age, sex, driving environment, driving experience, driving  behavior) and indeterminate

causes of trafFtc accidents. Dicukies in trying to relate  driving performance to visual capabilities

have been suggested in the literahue  as follow:

. Vii011 is only one  of many factors influencing driving performanec,

. Some of the vision tests wed in shuiies do not really relate to the visual
requirements of driv&

. Reliability  of criteria used to measure driving performance may be low,

. Research methods may have used unrepresentative samples of the
driving  population, and

. Individuals with  visual difficukies  place s&imposed  limits on their
drivhg,  thus reducing their exposure to the risk of an accident.

Commercial Motor Vehicle Owrators

The literature reviewed in the preceding section relates to paswxger vehicle driven. In

general, the conclusions regarding the strength  and existence of a statistical relationship from these

shdics  caa be applied in the context of CMV dhing. However, since the demands of commercial

driving are greater than those  for passenger vehicle driving and the consequences of errors are

greater, aiteria for CMV drivers are more appropriately set based on evidence compiled in the

commercial  driving  context. The studies tbat are reviewed next apply specifically to the CMV

driver’s task.

In 1973, Henderson and Burg attempted to relate Ch4V  driving  skills to the visual tcSfs

included in the Mark I Vision Tester.@) Their goal was to establish a sound  scientific  basis for
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minimum visual standards for the Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety. The relative importance of
different aspects  of the  driving task was established by examin@  the literature, iatenriehg truck
drivers,  observing truck drivers in actlou,  and conducting a systematic examination of the driving
task. These  authors established a hierarchy of importance for the visual ftmctioas  selected as most
important. Weights were  assigmd  to various driving behaviors and to each visual function according
to its judged importance to the driving  behavior. Those visual functions judged to be most
important to the truck driving task and necessary to an analysis  comparing visual performance and
accidents and violations were:

. Static Viiual Acuity,

? Dynamic  Viid Acuity,

. Perception of Angular  Movement,

. Perception of Movement-in-Depth,

. Viiual fieid,

. Movement in Depth and Steady, Saccadi~  and Pursuit Fuatons,

. Glare Sensitivity, and

?? Angular Movement.

In the study that followed (on 236  CMV drivers), the authors reported a sta&&alJy
sign&ant  relationship between poor visual pcrformaacc  on some tests and  accident involvement.

Most important among the spccltic  measures  of visual pcrformaace  found to have  a relationship to
accidents were  perception of movement and  dynamic visual acuity. However, no correlation was
found between  static visual acuity or field of view and accident frqwocy  for commercial drivers in
this relatively small sample.

Although visual field has not  been shown  to correlate with driver petformaace  in passenger
vehicles, it seems unreasonable to assume that wry large  amounts of visual field loss are  consistent
with  safe driviq,  especially in heavy  commcrcid  vehicles. Monocular  driven represent one

important extreme, in exhibiting total visual tield  loss in enc.  eye with  relatively notmal  function in
the other. M&high  et aL@)  studied the vision skills of monocular and binoctdar  truck drivers.
Consistent with  common-sense  cxpcczation,  they found  that the monocular  driver  showed
deficiencies on a ntmher  of clinical visual measures. However, no ditTerences  were  found between
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momcdar  and binocular drivers  in tasks of actual driving  performance (information interpretation,

hazard detection, visual search, lane keeping, clearance judgment, and gap judgment). The one

exqtion, is which a deficit was seen, was with  information interpretation; defTned as the distance at

which signs could  be read during both day and night driving in a controlled road test. The

binocular drivers were  able to read road signs at si&cantly greater distances than were the

monocular drivers. It is interesting to note that the performance  on this  measure did not correlate

s&ificantIy  with the chicoI  measure of static visual acuity. Based on the lack of significant

differences obtained from the other performance measure.~ that correlated signiticantIy  with  acuity, it

was conchded that an imlitidttah  style of driving was a mere predictive measure of accident

iavaivement than was his visud status.

IO  a more. recent attempt to correlate visual performance with accident record, Rogers,

Ratq and Janke in 19g7(3)  studied the driving records of visually impaired and nonimpaired heavy-

vehicle operators. The purpose of the project was to determine whether the Federal vision standard

can be justified based on the t&tic  safety record of these drivers. The records of over 16&O

heavy-vehicle operators registered by the California DMV were examined. Measures of driving

performance consisted of Z-year total accidents and convictions wsociated with  incidents invohing

wmmercidly  registered vehicles. ViiuaUy impaired o@xators  were  categorized into two subgroups

of substandard static acuiv,  (1) moderately visually  impaired (corrected acuity behveen 20140  and

20/?&l in the worse eye, 20/40 or better in the other), and (2) severely visually impaired (corrected

acuity wme than 24I/2Cnl  Snellen io the worse  eye, To/40  or better in the other). Nonimpaired

drivers met current Federal acuity stawlards  (corrected acuity of 20/40 or better in both eyes).

Results of the analysis, adjusted for age, showed:

. Viidly impaired drivers had a signiGcamly  higher incidence of total
accidents and com-ictions  and commerci&pIatc  accidents and
convictions than did the nonimpaired drivers.

. Moderately impaired drivers had a significantly higher incidence of
cammcrciaJ-plate  a&dents  than did nonimpaired drivers.

. The incidence of total accidents did oat signifiwtly  differ behvecn  the
nonimpaired  and moderately impaired drivers either before or after
adjusting for age.

. Severely impaired drivers had a significantly higher incidence of
commercial-plate convictions than did nonimpaired drivers.

. Nonimpaired  and moderately imp&red  drivers did not signiticantly  differ
on commercial-plate convictions.
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. Drivers  licensed to operate. any combination of heavy vehicles bad a
bigher incidence of total accidents aad convictions and commercial-plate
accidents than did those licensed to operate single  vehicles having  three
or more axles.

These thiiqs Lad to quaIi&d support for the current Federal standard, particularly

regarding exclusion from driving  of the severciy  impaired Less support is offered regarding the

restriction of moderately VisuaUy impaired heavy-vehicle  operators.

The stud&a  reviewed previously represent a substantial accumulation  of data on the

relationship of vision to driver performance.  No single  Study provides  support  for d&nitiw  ch’dr~&?s

to the current  Federal commercial vebick vision standard Neverthel~ it is equally apparent that

changes  in terms of both more and leas stringent requirements in several performance  areas should

be carefully evaluated at this the with the minimum aim of encouraging further empirical work.

AdditioaaIIy,  it is apparent that a Iarge  gap exists between the stated Federal standard and its

uniform  and effective implementation at  the  level of routiae practical testinp.  Evea though little

&dense  appears to exist to support a substantial and direct  relationship bctwen  vision and driver

safety, much evidence has been accumulated to support the hypothesis that vision contributes  in a

critical  way in interaction with other factors to bdlw&e  highway  safety.

and Visu~d  Pathow

Beyond the age of 50, the effects of aging begin to have a noticeable impact on visual

pcrfomance. The aging process is not well uadcrstocd,  bat its effects on vision are a slow decline

in performance, that is manifested as a gradual shin toward less optimal performance in the normal

mean for an age group as age increases. This shift  ia performance has Iittk  practicaI  impact at tint;

but if persons over the age  of 65 are compared to those under  40, a very noticeable dilTerence  in
performaacc is evident. It is unclear how this gradual deterioration tie& driver safety. Added to

this normal aging process  is the iocrcascd  incidence of disease-related pathology ia the.  eye, which is

the most important wntriiutor  to serious visual deficits.  Driver safety is more dearly  linked to

disease-related decIiac  ia vision since this  is IikeIy to be more  rapid and profound  than the decIiae

asskated with normal aging,  This se&on is a review of studies relating aging  and disease to driver

pcrfonmoce,  with an attempt to assess the  impact of these  processes  on commercizd driwx

&WfO~aOcC.
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However, the impact of aging  on the visual capabiities  of the  Chw  driver is mitigated
coxuiderably  by the fact that  the older drivers are underrepresented  on the  road. Fm  A.1
illustrates this  point for all licensed Pennsyh&a  drivers. Frgutc  A.l(A) shows  the distriiution  of
private passeager  licenses (Class One), by age, for the approximately 6.7 million Class I and III
licensed  operators. The largest propwtion  of IicetlJcd driven -  in the 20  to 40 age groups.
Above  th&  age there is a decline that levels off until about the  age of 65,  tiere  a second decline
occurs. The eorrcsponding  distrLLution  for ChiV  drivers (Class Three)  is shown  in Fwe  Al(B).
One immediate difference is the approximately 6:1 ratio of males to females  compared to the
roughly M-M  split for passenger licenses. Of greater Ggnilicance  to visual capabilities  are.  the
reduced  proportions  of licenses  at the age  extremes. The 20  to 30 age group is very much
underrepresented  compared to passenger licenses and the  oldest age groups above  65 ~ISJ  fall off
more rapidly. Nevertheless,  the proportion of CMV  licensed drivers over the age of 50  and up to
age 65, where visual capabiities  begin  to decline noticeably, is still quite comparable to that of
passcager  car drivers.  If these  drivers were to participate in the  actual driving task in proportion to
their liecuses,  the problem of aging and vision could be as signiticant  as it would be for the general
driver cohort. However, other evidence, such as tbat represented by the superimposed dashed line
in F-e  kl(B), points to a possible decline in older driver participation on the  road in comparison
to the number of licenses held. The dashed  line lab&d  Actual Drivers represents 1989 survey
dada)  from the Regular Common Carrier Conference:  Organization. These data on age are taken
from truckers actually  on  the road during  a certain period. The survey data indicate a sevwe
reduction in the  proportion of CMV  drivers over the age of 50  a&tally on the road Further study
may show that drivers with greater lass of visual cap&i&s  are even more severely
underrepresented,  although this is only  speculation at this time.

Many  studies~4143)  have evaluated the driving  perfonnanee  of visually impaired automobile
drivws-def%ed  by the U.S. Department of Health and Human .S&ccs as pexsons  with the inability
to see nemprint  with  corrediyc  1elueJ or with no useful vision in one or both eyes; b&iduals  with
cataracts, glaucoma, color biindwx,  detached retina, and other eye diwases  are induded
Conditions of these individuals may or may not significantly interfere with the driving function.
Drivers with color blindness can usually  adapt quite  well to the driving task. Howenr, visually

impaired drivers with  such conditioos  as catam*  glaucoma, or extremely poor vision (not better
than 20/200  with eorreetiw  lenses) may be a serious risk to themsdvw and others  on  the highways.
These studies were conducted by state licensing agencies that have been usefubwss  of their medical
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CLSSS  Three  o p e r a t o r s  ( P A )

Fwc Al(A)  Licensed Private Passctqcr  Car (Class  1) and
(B)  Commercial and Heavy Vehicle Opcraton  (CIas 3) in Pamyivania by Age
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